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Foreword The Indian used car market has evolved 
significantly in the last decade, largely 
owing to newer business models and 
adoption of new–age technologies across 
the value chain. India has seen the rise of 
numerous tech–enabled players in this 
space, dealing with the sales, servicing, and 
financing of used cars. In terms of 
motorization rate, India is competing well 
with developed countries signalling a large 
headroom for growth in the near future.

We are already witnessing increased 
investor attention towards this space, 
creating newer channels and methods to 
engage with the buyers and sellers – online 
auctions, park and sell, classifieds, etc.

In this report, we have discussed the 
trends in sales for new and used cars in 
India. We have analyzed the growth 
drivers, and the typical changes in 
consumer behavior and macroeconomic 
conditions that have facilitated this 
growth. We have covered the various 
business models existing in this space, and 
assessed how they have impacted the 

stakeholder journeys, making them simpler 
and more transparent.

Further, we have projected the growth 
trajectories for the various sourcing and 
selling models in the used car market, up to 
FY26, showcasing the models which will see 
significant growth, as well as the emerging 
trends in the market. We have also 
portrayed the economic landscape across 
multiple business models, and how new–age 
UC tech players are faring in the space. We 
have further analyzed the key strategies to 
be followed by these UC tech players, in 
order to disrupt and improve the existing 
market.

The market is rapidly evolving, and some of 
the scenarios presented here may have 
slight variations. This report reflects our 
perspectives as of March 2022. Contact us 
for the latest updates.
We, at Praxis, look forward to continuing 
the discussion with our friends across 
sectors, and exchanging notes as the 
situation evolves.

Madhur Singhal
Managing Partner & CEO

Aryaman Tandon
Managing Partner & Co-Founder



Executive summary

• The Indian PV market was valued at US$ 32B in FY21, and is projected to grow at a FY21-26 CAGR of 8%

• India has a low motorization rate at 30, thus indicating a large headroom for PV growth in the near future

• The Indian UC market was valued at US$ 18B in FY21, and is projected to grow at a FY21-26 CAGR of 15%

• The UC/NC ratio for India is currently at 1.4 for FY21, and is projected to reach 2 by FY26

• Rising motorization rate, lowering vehicle replacement cycle, and increasing penetration of UC financing are the key growth drivers for the 
Indian UC market

• Regulatory changes such as BS – VI emission norms and scrappage policies are also aiding the growth in the demand for UCs

• The share of auctions is projected to grow to 40% by FY26, from 15% in FY21, while the share of non – OEM organized UC dealers (including 
UC tech players) is projected to grow to 30% by FY26, from 8% in FY21

• Share of UC tech players in C2B wholesale auctions is projected to grow from 5% in FY21 to 26% by FY26, while the share of UC tech players 
in B2C inventory retail is projected to grow from 2% in FY21 to 22% by FY26

• UC tech players provide an enhanced price discovery mechanism to UC buyers and sellers and bring trust and transparency to the system

• UC tech players also provide a seamless experience and better financing options to UC dealers

• UC tech players break even in the C2B wholesale auctions model, while have slightly negative net margins in the B2C inventory retail model, 
due to higher reconditioning and customer acquisition costs

• The inventory model margins are likely to become positive at the net margin level in the near future, with increasing scale of UC tech players

• The Indian UC tech sector has received significant funding of US$1.3 B across 13 deals in CY21

• The vehicle replacement cycle may reduce to less than 3 years in the near future

• State-level regulations are projected to have a large impact on UC dealership licenses

• UC sales are projected to move online, and visits to dealerships will further reduce

• New channels of buying UCs, such as NCD-trade-ins and UCD trade-ins, will emerge

• The C2B wholesale auctions space is likely to get consolidated with 3-4 players holding a large share of the pie

Key takeaways

Indian PV landscape

Indian UC landscape

UC growth drivers 
and channels

Consumer behavior

Business model 
and economics

Investment trends

Future outlook

Section
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ASP Average selling price

Business to business

Business to customer

Customer to business

Customer to customer

New car

New car dealership

Original equipment
manufacturer

Private equity

Passenger vehicle

Sports utility vehicle

Used car

Used car dealership

Venture capital

Refers to the average price a good or service is sold for

A business model in which businesses trade with each other

Refers to the process of selling products and services directly between a business and consumers
who are the end-users of its products or services

A business model where an end user or consumer makes a product or service that an organization / business uses

A business model that enables customers to trade with each other

-

-

Refers to a company whose goods are used as components in the products of another company

Form of private financing, away from public markets, in which funds and investors directly invest in companies

Passenger vehicles are motor vehicles with at least four wheels, used for the transport of passengers, and comprising 
no more than eight seats in addition to the driver's seat

Car classification that combines elements of road-going passenger cars with features from off-road vehicles

-

-

Form of private equity where funding is provided in the early stages of start-up companies or small businesses

Industry 
related

Units

B2B

B2C

C2B

C2C

NC

NCD

OEM

PE

PV

SUV

UC

UCD

VC

Compound annual
growth rate

Refers to mean annual growth rate of an investment over a specified periodCAGR

Calendar year From 1st January to 31st  DecemberCY

Financial year From 1st  April to 31st  MarchFY

Term Description

Glossary
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© Praxis Global Alliance |  05Sources: Praxis analysis
Notes: Non – OEM organized dealers include UC tech players

Highlights

Used cars sold 
by FY26

7.7M

FY26 GMV of UC 
tech wholesale 

auctions

US$ 11.5B

Cars transacted by
UC tech players in
auctions by FY26

2M

UC tech players
breakeven at

the net margins
level

C2B wholesale
auctions

Equity funding 
received by

Indian UC tech 
players
in CY21

US$ 1.5B

Share of 
organized

UC players by 
FY26

43%



INDIAN PASSENGER 
VEHICLE LANDSCAPE
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In terms of volume, PV sales have declined in 
the last 2 years, reaching 2.7M in FY21

Average price of PV in India has increased 
consistently at 2% and was US$ 12K in FY21

PV sales by volume in India
# M, FY16-21P

2.8
3

3.3 3.4

2.8 2.7

FY 16 FY 17 FY 18 FY 19 FY 20 FY 21 FY 16 FY 17 FY 18 FY 19 FY 20 FY 21 FY 16 FY 17 FY 18 FY 19 FY 20 FY 21

31
33.7

37.7
39.4

33

1%

32.3

11.1 11.2 11.4 11.6 11.8 12CAGR 
7% CAGR 

-11%

PV average selling price in India
US$ K, FY16-21P

CAGR 

2%

CAGR 

FY16-21

PV sales by value in India
US$ B, FY16-21P

CAGR 
8%

CAGR 
-9%

Pandemic and BS - VI norms 

implementation are major 

contributors to the decrease

India’s PV market has grown at 1% CAGR 
and was valued at US$ 32.3B in FY21 

Notes: US$ 1 = INR 70
Sources: Society of Indian Automobile Manufacturers (SIAM), Indian blue book (IBB), press articles, Praxis analysis

Passenger Vehicle sales in India have shown strong growth pre – COVID at 8% p.a.



Maruti Suzuki
51.2%

Hyundai
16.1%

M&M 7.5%

Tata Motors 
6.9%

Electric 0.2%

Executive 
sedan 5.1%

Premium 
SUV 1.2%

Offroader 0.3%
15L-25L, 1%

Toyota 4.5%

Renault 2.3%
Others 2.0%

Honda 5.4%

Ford 2.8%
Nissan 1.1%

2.7M 2.7M 2.7M 2.7M US$ 32.3B

Financed
75%

Non Financed
25%

Petrol
76.3%

Diesal
17.2%

CNG 6.3%

Compact 
hatchback 26.7%

Premium
hatchback 13.4%

Entry
hatchback 

12.2%

Compact sedan
14.4%

Compact SUV
10.4%

Mid SUV
9.2%

Premium 
and luxury 
sedan 0.4%

<3L, 19%

3L - 5L, 24%

5L-7L, 17%

7L-10L, 23%

10L-15L, 15%

>25L, 1%

OEM / Player Financed / Unfinanced Fuel type Vehicle category Retail price*

Break up of PV sales and market share by volume and value
# M, FY21

MUV 6.7%

© Praxis Global Alliance |  08
Notes: *Retail price is in INR
Sources: Primary discussions, SIAM website, press articles, Praxis analysis

Compact cars together make 67% of new car PV market by volume
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Notes: *Motorization rate is defined as # vehicles used per ‘000 population of a country; **CAGR refers to sedan sales (including hatchbacks)
Sources: World Bank, OICA, Praxis analysis

India is still an underpenetrated PV market, thus pushing demand for used cars
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99 52 33 17 
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GDP PPP per 
capita (US$ K, 

Population (M, 
2015)
# cars in use (M, 
2015)

PV sales (M, 2019)

CAGR CY15-19

UC/NC sales ratio

56 

82 

45

3.6

3.0%

49

65 

34

2.3

3.2%

3.4

30

30 

12

0.6

1.8% -11.0%

4.7

122

321 

65

2.4

17 

1,371 

136

21.4

0.3%

0.7

12

258 

14

0.8

1.4%

-

9

102 

3

0.3

-1.6%**

0.9

7

1,310 

23

3.0

1.7%

1.22.1 -

The motorization rate is 17 in India vs 400-600 
for developed countries

India has a reasonably large and growing passenger 
vehicles market

Motorization rate vs. GDP per capita PPP

Expected growth rate in coming years 

Motorization rate* across countries
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UC car sales by volume in India
# M, FY16-21

FY 16 FY 17 FY 18 FY 19 FY 20 FY 21 FY 16 FY 17 FY 18 FY 19 FY 20 FY 21 FY 16 FY 17 FY 18 FY 19 FY 20 FY 21

14.2

16.1
16.9

18.2 18.6
17.6

33

5%

32.3

4.3 4.4 4.4 4.5 4.5 4.6

UC car average selling price in India
US$ K, FY16-21 CAGR 

FY16-21

1.3%

CAGR 

FY16-21

UC car sales by value in India
US$ B, FY16-21

CAGR 
8%

CAGR 
-4%

CAGR 
5%

3.3
3.7

3.9 3.9
4.1 4.1

CAGR 
-5%

5% degrowth 

over FY20 on 

account of 

COVID

CAGR 
FY16-21

3%

In volume terms, 3.9M used cars were 
sold in FY21 , 5% decline over FY20

Average price of a pre-owned car in India 
was US$ 4.6K in FY21 (INR 3.2L)

India’s used car market has grown at a rate 
of 5% and is currently valued at US$ 17.9B 

© Praxis Global Alliance |  11
Notes: US$ 1 = INR 70
Sources: IBB, press articles, Praxis analysis

Used car sales reached approximate 4M in volume and US$ 18B in GMV in FY21



PV sales in India
# M, FY16-26P

CAGR
FY16-21

2%

3%

1%

CAGR
FY21-26P

11%

15%

8%

CY15

%age used 
cars

6.1 6.6

11.7

2.8

3.3 3.9

7.7

2.7 4.0

CY19 CY27P

54% 60% 67%

New cars Used cars

CAGR
FY16-21

CAGR
FY21-26

3% 7%

5% 20%

UC/NC

UC GMV
Value (US$B) 

1.18 1.20 1.15 1.18 1.50 1.97

14.1 15.7 16.8 17.9 19

1.40

17.9 45

Used cars sold in India
# M, FY16-26P

3.3 3.6 3.8 4.1 4.1 3.9

7.7

FY 16 FY 17 FY 18 FY 19 FY 20 FY 21 FY 26P

Used car sales in India is projected to grow at a CAGR of 
15% between FY21 - 26

Indian used car volume is 3.9M (US$ 17.9B) in FY21 UC / NC ratio is expected 
to move towards 2 by FY26

© Praxis Global Alliance |  12Sources: IBB, Praxis analysis

Used car sales is expected to grow at 15% CAGR in volume & 20% in value till FY26



Hatchback, 52%

Sedan 25%

SUV & others 23%

<US$ 4,000, 42%

0-3 years, 32%

Uttar Pradesh, 9%
Financed, 19%

Non-financed, 81%

Delhi, 8%

Maharashtra, 8%

Tamil Nadu, 7%

Gujarat, 6%

Karnataka, 6%

Rest, 56%

4-5 years, 40%

6+ years, 28%

US$ 4,000-6,700, 38%

US$ 6,700-10,700, 15%

By class By transaction value By vehicle age By state By finance

US$ 10,700-13,360, 2%
>US$ 13,360, 3%

3.9M 3.9M 3.9M 3.9M 3.9M

Led primarily by 

NBFCs, bank 

financing of UC 

is relatively 

nascent in India

Break up of UC sales and market share by volume 

# M, FY21

© Praxis Global Alliance |  13Sources: IBB, Praxis analysis

UC finance penetration is low at 19%, led primarily by NBFCs



Motorization rate
(cars per thousand individuals, CY19)
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3.4

2.6

2.3
2.1
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0.7

364

209

77
157

4

234
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© Praxis Global Alliance |  14Sources: World bank, OICA (Organization Internationale des Constructeurs d’Automobiles), IBB (Indian Blue Book), DRHP (Draft Red Herring Prospectus), Praxis analysis

Large headroom for growth compared to other large economies in UC space



• New-age millennial consumers prefer experiences over 
ownership. Organic searches for ‘used car’ and other relevant 
keywords on digital platforms has grown by over 40% in the 
past year Jan’20 – Jan’21

• Second-hand vehicles are no longer stereotyped with 
downsized social status

• Entry level used cars are perceived to be safer than 2W – less 
prone to accidents and hence there is shift towards used car 
buy resulting in greater customer pul

• Preference  for personal mobility post COVID 

• Car replacement average cycle reduces from 6 years (FY11) 
to 4.5 years (FY20)

• Increased urbanization has led to need for owning up vehicles 
for personal mobility. Also, families in urban part treat owning a 
car as a status symbol 

• Nuclear families with disposable incomes: “Aspirers” and “low 
middle class” aspirational value to own a vehicle leads to 
increased used car sales 

• Luxury used car segment on rise: Heavy depreciation in luxury 
car prices coupled with expensive maintenance schedules 

• Farm income rise continues to add meaningful tailwinds 
across the entire value chain

• Revision of the GST rate on used cars from 28% to 12 - 18% on 
used cars

• BS - VI increased price of cars - price conscious segment opting 
for used car

• Scrappage Policy will lead to spur in new demand

• Current assortment is primarily of vehicles with age > 5 years and > 1 lakh km 
driven whereas buyers/customers want avg < 40,000 kms driven vehicle – 
Mismatch between supply and needs/requirements

• Trust and transparency is an issue – customers expect the vehicle to be 
without any accidental history, unpaid challans but unorganized nature of 
market makes it difficult to have transparent deals

• Unorganized nature (>50%) leads to lack of accountability – Broker and 
dealer sales agent  experience is below par

• Lack of standardization & certification in entire customer dealing makes it 
sub-standard customer experience and generates anxiety for seller & buyer 

• Very low penetration of leasing & fleet at 3% of new cars, hence 
underdeveloped wholesale supply (USA: 42%) – hence sourcing is an issue

• Sourcing on timely basis is an issue: Fragmented institutional buying results in 
delays: Direct (C2B  / C2C)  - 20 to 25%; Direct listing in auction for better price 
discovery (10-20%); Dealer led exchanges (20 - 40%); Institution led (10 -15%)

• Brokers are dominant and exert bargaining power; value for money (vfm) not 
fully realized by customers

• Financing % for used car is almost 300 to 500bps costlier than a new car

• Financial costs incurred due to delay in Pre-certification + Facilitation of 
registration + getting HSMP number plates + RC issued + NOC issuance

• Interstate transfer of vehiclesof vehicles 

• Need to strengthen Government portal VAHAN: Need full disclosures of 
vehicle right from first buy to number of hands it has exchanged

• Lack of guidelines/rules for scrappage policy & refurbishment centers

Behavioral

Economy 
driven

Financial

Regulatory

Drivers of growth Barriers to adoption

Low impact High impact Low impact High impact
© Praxis Global Alliance |  15Sources: Expert interviews, Praxis analysis

Strong behavioral and financial growth drivers make the UC market
a promising segment



Overall

Low impact High impact

Ta
il

w
in

d
s

Tailwinds/Headwinds Description UC sell UC buy

Impact on customer segment/attractiveness

NC sell Aftermarket Overall

Atmanirbhar Bharat

Scrappage Policy

BS - VI norms

GST Rationalization

Unorganized nature

Lack of regulations for 
institutional buying /selling 

Underdeveloped auction 
market and certification/ 
standardization of used car 

• Demonetization, Production Linked Incentive Scheme; 
Offset norms (Local MSME promotion)  

• Owning and operating a diesel car is prohibited beyond 
10 years in Delhi–15+yrs aging vehicles to be scrapped; 
5% rebate on new exchange ; green tax levied on old cars

• Enforcement of BS-VI emission norms from April 2020 
has pushed prices of new cars and bikes upwards

• GST rationalization from 24% to 12 - 18% continues to 
add meaningful tailwinds across the entire value chain

• Due to major proportion of unorganized play, 
subscription model (maintenance, insurance, finance, 
RMO, carwash, switch options) not available easily to 
customers

• NBFC/Banks selling repossessed cars + leasing 
companies + hyperlocal used car brokers – need rules / 
guidelines /SoPs

• There is headroom for better governance in form of 
regulations/guidelines/rules for organized play at scale 
for e-auction 

© Praxis Global Alliance |  16Sources: Expert interviews, Praxis analysis

Regulatory changes are aiding the growth of the Indian UC market
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Pre-owned
car sellers

100%, 4.2M

Sellers Platforms and intermediaries

C2C (offline + online 
classifieds)

New car dealerships 
(trade-in)

Pre-owned/used
car dealers

Direct/walk-in
End

car buyers

Telephone enquiry

Used car dealers Platforms and facilitators Buyers

34%, 1.4M

34%, 1.4M

Brokers/agents

Direct/
walk-in

18%, 0.8M

23%, 1M

Auctions (incl. bank 
auctions)

15%, 0.6M

10%, 0.4M

20%, 0.6M 

50%, 1.4M

Digital/online
(classifieds, etc.)

30%, 0.8M

C2C (offline + 
online classifieds)

Volume mixLead mixx% x%

© Praxis Global Alliance |  17
Notes: Figures as per FY21
Sources: IBB, company websites, press articles, Praxis analysis 

Used car stock flow: Dealers play a significant role in used car transactions in India



Share of organized dealers in UC sales is currently approximate 20% and 
growing fast

Examples

Description 

Volume share %

# cars transacted

# cars sold per
month per dealer

Vehicle sourcing/
procurement mix

Lead generation
source mix 

Dealer count

Unorganized / independent
dealers 

Semi-organized dealers
Organized dealers

Non-OEM (Original equipment
manufacturer) backed OEM-backed

• Street-level individual brokers 
or “commission agents” with no 
physical place of business

• Primarily deal in uncertified 
vehicles without warranty

• Dealers operating out of a 
physical place such as a garage or 
a mechanic shop

• Typically start-off as unorganized  
 dealers and establish presence 
over years of operating

• Mid-large scale entities that 
operate out of showrooms and  
deal in certified vehicles; offer 
warranty, inspection checks, 
subscription plans, etc

• High buyer confidence but not 
backed by OEMs directly

• Mid-large scale entities that 
operate out of showrooms and  
deal in certified vehicles; offer 
warranty, inspection checks, 
subscription plans, etc. 

• High buyer confidence and backed 
by OEMs directly years of 
operating

15-20%

0.8M

15-17K

3-5

25-30% 5-10%

0.3M1M

9-11K

8-10

10-15%

0.5M

3-4K

20

50%

75% 20% 5%

45% 35% 35% 15% 15%5% 40% 30% 25% 5%

50% 30% 20% 30% 60% 10%

Brokers / agents
NCD (New car dealership)
Auctions
Direct / walk-in
Others

Walk-in

Digital / online

Telephone enquiry

Others

© Praxis Global Alliance |  18Sources: Expert interviews, IBB, Praxis analysis



Sourcing mix 
# M

FY16 FY21 FY26P

3.3 3.9 7.7

33%

30%

34%

3%

28%

23%

34%

15%

10%

25%

25%

40%

CAGR
FY16-21

2%

43%

3%

CAGR
FY21-26P

17%

0% 7%

3% 15%

39%

8%

C2C Agents and walkinsAuctions NCD trade-in

Selling mix 
 # M

CAGR
FY16-21

0%

10%

26%

CAGR
FY21-26P

16%

3% 8%

3% 15%

7%

49%

Non-OEM organized OEM Unorganized C2C

FY16 FY21 FY26P

3%
9%

54%

34%

8%

12%

46%

34%

30%

13%

33%

25%

3.3 3.9 7.7

Examples

© Praxis Global Alliance |  19
Notes: C2C: classifieds, Auctions: Wholesale buying of UCs, Trade – in: Exchange of UC for NC, non – OEM organized: independent UC dealers, 
OEM – backed: UC dealership by automotive OEMs, Non-OEM organized: UC tech players operate in the non – OEM organized space,  Sources: IBB, Praxis analysis

Share of auctions to grow to 40% by FY26 & share of non–OEM organized dealers 
to grow to 30% by FY26



Semi-organized dealers

Organized dealers

Indian autotech market

UC tech

Buying Selling

New car After-market 

• C2B auctions

• NCD trade-in desks

• Institutional auctions (banks, 
     NBFCs, fleet operators)

• UC - Inventory financing 

• C2B/C classifieds 

• Classifieds /marketing

• Park & sell

• Classifieds, marketing &    
 advertisements

B
2

B
 /

 C
2

B
B

2
C

 /
 C

2
C • Inventory model sales 

• UC – Financing 

• UC – Insurance, warranty

• NC – Financing 

• NC – Insurance

• Spares e-commerce

• Service aggregation (parts +

 labour)

UC tech market predominantly consists of two key segments: Buying and selling

Examples

© Praxis Global Alliance |  20Sources: Praxis analysis



Used car volume (M)

FY16 FY21 FY26P
CAGR

(FY16-21)
CAGR

(FY2-26P)
CAGR

(FY16-21)
CAGR

(FY21-26P)
 FY16 FY21 FY26P

UC C2B wholesale auctions 0.1 0.6 3.1 42% 39% 0.4 2.7 17.9 45% 46%

C2B wholesale auctions through UC  tech 0.01 0.2 2.0 81% 59% 0.04 0.9 11.6 84% 67%

Share of UC tech in C2B
 wholesale auctions (%)

10% 33% 65% - - 10% 33% 65% - -

Share of UC tech C2B wholesale
auctions in overall UC (%)

UC B2C non–OEM organized 
inventory retail

0.3% 5% 26% - - 0.3% 5% 26% - -

0.08 0.3 2.3 30% 49% 0.4 1.4 13.4 32% 56%

B2C inventory retail through UC tech - 0.08 1.7 - 85% - 0.4 9.8 - 94%

Share of UC tech in B2C non –OEM 
organized inventory retail (%)

- 25% 73% - - - 25% 73% - -

Share of UC tech B2C inventory retail 
in overall UC (%)

- 2% 22% - - - 2% 22% - -

Used car value (US$ B)

Wholesale

Retail

Total UCs 3.3 3.9 7.7 3% 15% 14.2 17.9 44.7 5% 20%

UC tech players are expected to transact 2M cars by FY26

Examples

© Praxis Global Alliance |  21Sources: Google Auto Gearshift India 2020, Primary discussions, Praxis analysis 



BEHAVIOUR: 
CUSTOMER, SELLER 
AND DEALER



UC Dealer UC Buyer

• Call or visit multiple leads — constant back & 
forth

• Difficulty finding genuine buyers

• Lack of trust or technical expertise or both in the 
inspector

• Difficulty ascertaining fair price of the car

• Often need to follow-up for due part-payment

• Ability to place an online classified [C2C] or need 
only engage with a single trusted UC tech [C2B]

• Trained professionals inspect and provide a 
detailed report

• Obtain an online price estimate based on 
objective parameters

• Instant and full payment made to the seller

• Short and seasonal supply in the market

• Longer wait time for popular models

• Limited procurement opportunities to small dealers

• Working capital shortage

• More manpower required to inspect and refurbish 
cars

• Cumbersome documentation

• Opens up a wider market — both C2B and 
institutional [B2B] through bulk auctions

• Year round quality supply

• All sellers can get access to large pool of UCs and 
360 degree support

• Working capital freed by selling faster

• Option to purchase already refurbished cars

• Time-intensive process to talk to multiple sellers

• Unaware how to go about buying a UC

• Lack of complete information

• Issues of trust and transparency — being 
overcharged

• Lengthy and complicated registration process

• No grievance redressal once deal is done

• Wide assortment of options at one place [C2C 
and B2C]

• Collated articles and blogs on best practices

• Accurate and complete information

• Quality and certified vehicles, inspected by 
professionals

• Convenience delivered of handling all paperwork

Pain points in offline

Value add UC tech players

UC Seller

UC tech players simplify the process of buying and selling a used car

Examples
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Lead generation Car evaluation Negotiation Payment RC transfer Delivery

scam calls, rude 
behaviour, ingenuine 
buyers, repeat 
questions

click pictures, send on 
WhatsApp to multiple people

receive / make 
multiple calls

2-10
days

2-3
days

5-10
days

15-45
days 10-15

days

car 
inspection

constant haggling
full or part-payment

full or part-payment

cheque bounces / 
3-4 follow-up for 
due payment

seller needs to ensure change 
in title to avoid complications 
in case of accident

Application for change in 
title to the RTO; usually 
involves long queues, 
non-responsive customer 
service, online portal not 
working properly, hiring an 
agent, numerous visits, 
bureaucracy, producing 
various documents

car handed 
over

all formalities 
completed by 
both parties

deal finalised

show car and give 
test drive to all 
interested
(some maybe very 
bad drivers)

might quote 
a very low 
price

few potential 
buyers – weak 
bargaining 
position

need to take the vehicle to different places

Social media

friends / family

brokers / dealers 

new-car dealerships

few
 actually 

interested
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• Call or visit multiple 
leads — constant back 
& forth

• Limited customer reach
• Difficulty finding 

genuine buyers

• Lack of trust or technical 
expertise or both in the 
inspector

• Repeated evaluations due to 
multiple leads

• Lack of transparency on 
evaluation

• Haggling by potential  
 buyers

• Difficulty ascertaining 
fair price of the car

• Delays in payment 
possible

• Often need to 
follow-up for  due 
part-payment

• Lengthy and 
complicated   
registration process

• Greater 
number of 
days spent in 
selling the car

• Ability to place an online 
classified [C2C] or need only 
engage with a single trusted 
UC tech [C2B]

• Hassle-free appointment

• Prompt doorstep / 
video inspection

• Trained professionals 
inspect and provide a 
detailed report

• Obtain an online price   
 estimate based on 
objective parameters

• Car auctioned to fetch 
the best price

• Instant and full 
payment   
made to the seller

• Only need to produce  
required documents — 
all documentation and  
application taken care of

• Doorstep pick-up 
 and reduced TAT 
of the car

• Seamless overall 
 experience

XYZ: Pain points for offline players XYZ: Pain points for online players
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Notes: Primary conversations, Praxis analysis 
Sources: Praxis analysis

Seller journey: UC tech players provide sellers with an enhanced price discovery 
mechanism and bring trust and transparency to the overall process



Delivery

XYZ: Pain points for offline players XYZ: Pain points for online players
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• Short and seasonal 
supply in the market

• Longer wait time for 
popular models

• Inconsistent quality cars
• Lesser variety and high 

prices

• Limited procurement   
 opportunities to small 
dealers

• Time-consuming process 
of  visiting parking yards

• Working capital 
shortage

• Lower TAT affect 
ability to procure 
more cars

• More manpower 
required to inspect 
and refurbish cars

• Large unsold inventory
• Difficulty finding the 

right buyer
• Higher commissions  

charged

• Cumbersome 
documentation

• High processing time
• High interest rates

• Opens up a wider market 
— both C2B and 
institutional [B2B] through 
bulk auctions

• Year round quality supply

• All sellers can get access to 
large pool of UCs and 360 
degree support

• Buy faster based on 
inspection report, images

• Trade financing made 
easier through tie-ups

• Working capital freed 
by selling faster

• Option to purchase 
already refurbished cars

• Avail detailed reports to  
 help assess the need for  
 refurbishment

• Increased customer pool 
via third-party websites

• Increased conversions 
through digital KYC and 
instant credit check

• Bundling services 
with help of UC tech 
help even small 
dealers grow GMV

Enquiries / finding deals Procurement Inventory Financing Refurbishment Selling Additional services

attending numerous calls 
from sellers

high intra-dealer competition

car inspection done

self-finance or apply 
for funding

might have to visit 
customer car park

car pick-up 
coordinated

a few outdated 
models in 
inventory means 
high locked-up 
capital

greater inflow and 
outflow of inventory 
requires more mechanics

payment 
received in 
full or parts

accounts not maintained 
properly – bad debts / 
loss in revenue 

sold to customers who 
walk-in or enquire for UC

additional services such as 
loans, warranty and 
insurance not offered by all

lack of a proper 
system in place

small pool of 
customers for 
less 

compromise on 
margins if further 
sold through 
brokers

need for regular  
follow-ups

able to procure limited 
cars due to high costs and 
limited parking area

refurbish if 
and as required

preferred dealers 
might source 
most of quality 
UCs

deal reviewed 
and finalised

unpopular = few walk-ins

individuals

banks / NBFCs 

brokers / dealers 

new-car 
dealerships / fleet 
owners / leasing 
companies

periodically visit car 
yards to discover 
models, variants and 
price ranges
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5-10
days

5-45
days
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Sources: Primary conversations, Praxis analysis 

Dealer journey: UC tech players help dealers source quality used cars and 
financing of inventory



XYZ: Pain points for offline players XYZ: Pain points for online players
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Sources: Primary conversations, Praxis analysis 

Buyer journey: UC tech players bring trust and transparency to the buying process
while making it a seamless experience

Examples

Search & enquiry Compare & shortlist Vehicle evaluation Purchase RC transfer After-sales services

ask for opinion 
or advice

unverified info 
given about the 
car

request for 
test-drive

sellers sometimes 
only allow test-drive 
to selected few

pay a trusted 
mechanic or ask a 
friend to inspect 
the car

lengthy paperwork 
at the bank

long 
round of 
negotiations

retail financing difficult 
in UC – especially in 
certain regions

car to be free 
of any charges

important to ensure 
timely transfer of 
title to avoid fraud

usually post-purchase, 
seller becomes 
disregardful of 
any issues

Application for change in title 
to the RTO; usually involves 
long queues, non-responsive 
customer service, online 
portal not working properly, 
hiring an agent, numerous 
visits, bureaucracy, producing 
various documents

some sellers only 
consent handover 
after full-payment

true quality of 
car remains 
unknown

possible odometer 
tampering, dent 
cover-ups, some 
technical issues

research on brands, 
features, price range

confusing and 
overwhelming

can visit and 
test the car 

come across ads

individual sellers

friends / family

internet / newspaper

brokers / dealers 

organized UC dealers
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• Time-intensive 
process to talk to 
multiple sellers

• Unaware how to go 
about buying a UC

• Lack of complete 
information

• Comparisons 
made difficult

• Issues of trust and 
transparency-being 
overcharged, not beingtold 
of present defects

• Lack of transparency in 
evaluation

• Less availability of UC 
finance

• Haggling and unfruitful   
 negotiations

• Lack of trust on online 
platforms

• Lengthy and complicated  
 registration process

• Risk of car involved in legal  
 disputes (theft, unpaid 
challan)

• No grievance redressal 
once deal is done

• Poor customer 
support, delayed 
responses

• Wide assortment of 
options at one place 
[C2C and B2C]

• Collated articles and 
blogs on best  practices

• Accurate and complete 
information

• 360 degree view along 
with professional photos, 
sometimes AR / VR view

• Quality and certified 
vehicles, inspected by 
professionals

• Home test-and-drive 
option available

• Quick and easy finance   
option with same day 
loan disbursal

• Fixed best price

• Convenience delivered of 
handling all paperwork

• Cars pre-approved and 
verified before being 
onboarded on the portal

• Assured 7-days 
shield to return 
vehicle, warranty on 
critical parts

10-15
days

5-10
days

10-15
days



BUSINESS MODEL 
AND ECONOMICS



Notes: All figures denoted as % of ASP (average selling price), figures mentioned above are illustrative unit economics for the industry, individual players’ economics may vary
Source: Praxis analysis

Disclaimer: These are representative economics of the sector and do not represent any player.

UC tech Offline organized OEM UC tech Offline organized/OEM Unorganized

Average selling price (US$ K) 4.0 2.3 6.0 5.0

Sell side commission (% of ASP) 6.0 4.7 10.0 14.0

Financing margin and VAS (% of ASP) 0.5 0.5 1.3 0.3

CM1 (% of ASP) 6.5 5.2 11.3 14.3

Less: Reconditioning cost (% of ASP) - - 3.5 5.5

Less: Cost of inspection (% of ASP)

Less: First mile logistics (% of ASP)

1.7 2.4 1.3 1.7

0.8 0.2 0.2 0.2

Less: Warehousing (% of ASP) 0.5 0.4 2.6 1.0

Less: Last mile logistics (% of ASP) 1.0 - 0.3 -

Less: Title transfer & Documentation
(% of ASP)

- - 1.0 1.0

Less: Payment gateway (% of ASP) - - 0.2 -

Less: Warranty & Insurance (% of ASP) - - 1.0 -

CM2 (% of ASP)

CM3 (% of ASP)

2.5 2.2 1.2 4.9

Less: CAC (% of ASP) 2.5 0.2 3.0 0.2

- 2.0 (1.8) 4.7

3.5

15.0

-

15.0

6.5

1.5

-

1.8

-

2.0

-

-

4.2

0.2

4.0

C2B wholesale auction B2C inventory retailIllustrative industry
economics

UC tech players break even in the C2B wholesale auction model
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Unit economics for C2B wholesale auction model for UC tech players 
US$/car

240 
160 

- -

20 

260 

68 

32 
20 

40 

100 100 

Commission -
sell side

Financing
margin, 

VAS &GST

Reconditioning
cost

CM1 Cost of
inspection

First mile
logistics

Warehousing Last mile
logistics

Title transfer and
Documentation

Payment
gateway

CM2 CAC CM3

6.0% 0.5% 6.5% - -1.7% -0.8% -0.5% -1.0% - - - 2.5% -2.5%

Value per 
car (INR K) 16.8 1.4 18.2 - (4.8) (2.2) (1.4) (2.8) - - - 7 (7) -

Warranty & 
Insurance

% of ASP
(US$ 4K)

50 100200

Note: US$ 1 = INR 70
Sources: Interviews with sales heads, operations managers and area managers of multiple UCDs, representatives of banks / NBFCs, Praxis analysis

Disclaimer: These are representative economics of the sector and do not represent any player.

C2B wholesale auction model (UC tech): UC tech players break even in this model
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107 

-

60 

- - - - - -

13 

120 

-

55 

5 9 

- - - -

51 

5 

46 

Unit economics for C2B wholesale auction model for offline organized dealers 
US$/car 

- -
Commission -
sell side

Financing
margin, 
VAS &GST

Reconditioning
cost

CM1 Cost of
inspection

First mile
logistics

Warehousing Last mile
logistics

Title transfer and
Documentation

Payment
gateway

CM2 CAC CM3

- - - -

Value per 
car (INR K) - - - -

Warranty & 
Insurance

% of ASP
(US$ 2.3K)

50
DEALERS 

-2.4% -0.2% -0.4% 2.2% -0.2% 2.0%

7.5 (0.9) 8.4 (3.8) (0.4) (0.6) 3.6 0.4 3.2

4.7% 0.5% 5.2%

Note: US$ 1 = INR 70
Sources: Interviews with sales heads, operations managers and area managers of multiple UCDs, representatives of banks / NBFCs, Praxis analysis

Disclaimer: These are representative economics of the sector and do not represent any player.

C2B wholesale auction model (offline dealers): Offline organized dealers
get marginally positive net margins in this model
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Unit economics for B2C inventory retail model for UC tech players
US$/car 

Value per 
car (INR K)

% of ASP
(US$ 6K)

600 
378 

204 132 

678 

210 
78 12 

156 
18 60 12 60 72 

-108 180

10.0% 1.3% 11.3% -3.5% -1.3% -0.2% -2.6% -0.3% -1.0% -0.2% -1.0% 1.2% -3.0% -1.8%

42 5.5 47.5 (14.7) (5.5) (0.8) (10.9) (1.3) (4.2) (0.8) (4.2) 5 (12.6) (7.6)

Commission 
-sell side

Financing 
margin, VAS 

& GST

CM1 Reconditioning 
cost

Cost of 
inspection

First mile 
logistics

Warehousing Last mile 
logistics

Title transfer & 
Documentation

Payment 
gateway

Warranty and 
Insurance

CM2 CAC CM3

78 

Note: US$ 1 = INR 70
Sources: Interviews with sales heads, operations managers and area managers of multiple UCDs, representatives of banks / NBFCs, Praxis analysis

Disclaimer: These are representative economics of the sector and do not represent any player.

B2C inventory retail model (UC tech): UC tech players have a strong gross margin
of approximate 11% in this model
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Commission 
-sell side

Financing 
margin, VAS 

& GST

CM1 Reconditioning 
cost

Cost of 
inspection

First mile 
logistics

Warehousing Last mile 
logistics

Title transfer & 
Documentation

Payment 
gateway

Warranty and 
Insurance

CM2 CAC CM3

50
Unit economics for B2C inventory retail model for offline organized dealers 
US$/car 

Value per 
car (INR K)

% of ASP
(US$ 5K)

700 

345 

-

245 

- -

15 

715 

275 

85 
10 50 

50 

245 

10 

235 -100

14.0% 0.3% 14.3% -5.5% -1.7% -0.2% -1.0% - -1.0% - - 4.9% -0.2% 4.7%

49 1.1 50.1 (19.3) (6) (0.7) (3.5) - (3.5) - - 17.2 (0.7) 16.5

Note: US$ 1 = INR 70
Sources: Interviews with sales heads, operations managers and area managers of multiple UCDs, representatives of banks / NBFCs, Praxis analysis

Disclaimer: These are representative economics of the sector and do not represent any player.

B2C inventory retail model (offline organized): Offline organized dealers have a net 
margin of approximate 5% in this model
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525 

- - - -

140 

525 

228 

53 
63 

35 

147 
7 

140 

15.0% - 15.0% -6.5% -1.5% - -1.8% - -2.0% - - 4.2% -0.2% 4.0%

36.8 - 36.8 (15.9) (3.7) - (4.4) - (4.9) - - 10.3 (0.5) 9.8

Commission 
-sell side

Financing 
margin, VAS 

& GST

CM1 Reconditioning 
cost

Cost of 
inspection

First mile 
logistics

Warehousing Last mile 
logistics

Title transfer & 
Documentation

Payment 
gateway

Warranty and 
Insurance

CM2 CAC CM3

50
Unit economics for B2C inventory retail model for offline unorganized dealers 
US$/car 

Value per 
car (INR K)

% of ASP
(US$ 3.5K)

- - -

Note: US$ 1 = INR 70
Sources: Interviews with sales heads, operations managers and area managers of multiple UCDs, representatives of banks / NBFCs, Praxis analysis

Disclaimer: These are representative economics of the sector and do not represent any player.

B2C inventory retail model (offline unorganized) : Offline unorganized
players have a net margin of approximate 4% in this model
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INVESTMENT
TRENDS



PE/VC funding in Indian used cars sector
US$ M, #, CY08-21

PE/VC funding in Indian used cars sector
US$ M, #, CY08-21

PE/VC funds investments in used cars space have seen a
significant increase in CY21

Cars24, CarDekho and Spinny have raised the highest funding of all 
investments in the used cars space 

Notes: PE: Private equity; VC: Venture capital; The funding data is as on 31st March 2022,  # deals - only equity deals (disclosed and undisclosed) 
are considered, * only disclosed deals are considered,
Sources: Tracxn, Praxis analysis

Indian used car sector has received significant equity funding from investors
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172

CY16
0.05
CY08

87

CY17

162

CY18

387

CY19

259

CY20 CY21 Truebil Cars24

6

12
13

5

14

5

3

1,538

Deal value* # deals

6

4

9 9

11

10

8

MFCWL CarTrade.com Droom Spinny Cardekho

26.9 51

328 342

530
570

1,050

Deal value* # deals



2015 1,050

300 (equity)
+ 100 (debt)

342 (equity) 
+ 110 (debt)

Dec 2021

Sept 2021

2008 Series E 570
200 (equity)
+ 50 (debt) Oct 2021

2015 Series E 530

283 (equity) Nov 2021

275 (equity) Feb 2021

2014 Series G 342 200 (equity) Jul 2021

2009 328 31 (equity) April 2021

Player
Founding 

year
Player description

Company 
stage

Total equity
funding (US$ M)

Key Investors 
Latest deal 

value (US$ M)
Latest deal

date
Key investors 

App-based C2B 
marketplace for 

second-hand cars

App-based listing 
platform for used & 

new cars

Sequoia Capital, 
Times Internet, 

Hillhouse Capital 
Group, LeapFrog

Online outright buyer 
of used cars

Blume Ventures, 
Tiger Global 

Management, Accel, 
General Catalyst 

Partners

Tiger Global 
Management, ADFD, 

Avenir Growth Capital 
and others

Stride Ventures

57 Stars, SeventTrain 
Ventures

IIFL Finance

App-based C2B 
marketplace for 

second-hand cars

57 Stars, SeventTrain 
Ventures, Joe Hiaro, 

Digital Garage, 
Toyota Tsusho

App-based listing 
platform for 

pre-owned cars

Public 
(funding 

included till 
Series H)

Temasek, Canaan 
Partners, Warburg 

Pincus, March Capital

DST Global, 
Sequoia Capital, 

Tencent, Softbank 
Vision Fund

Alpha wave global

 Tencent, DST Global, 
SoftBank Vision Fund 

and others

LeapFrog, Mirae Asset, 
Franklin Templeton 

Investments and 
others 

Series G

Got listed in 
August 2021

Notes: The funding data is as on 31st March 2022
Sources: Tracxn, Praxis analysis

The used car sector is booming and drawing investors’ attraction
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FUTURE 
OUTLOOK



Implications in future for the Indian UC tech market  – Strong growth potential

Inventory

• Wholesale auctions will be a large component of 
the buying side - may consolidate with 3 to 4 key 
players capturing the market

• Personal mobility through UC will be preferred 
post COVID 

Customer behaviour
•  Ownership cycles will further decrease (avg. 6 

years to <3 years) 

• Pre –decision research time: Avg. visit to 3 
dealers before vehicle purchase will get reduce to 
avg.1.5

Players (dealers)
• UC tech players to gain market share

• Number of visits to dealerships will decline

• Unorganized dealers’ share to become 
insignificant as market share decrease – 
leads to consolidation 

• Technology disruption in C2C segment

• Vehicle sales will start moving online • High inventory planning: Customers want to come 
to dealerships, take test drive and drive away with 
vehicle, hence right brand , right variant and right 
color in inventory is essential 

• OEMs will gain share via pre-certified car warranties

• Finance penetration will increase as LTV and 
margins offered increase – this can lead to better 
economics for inventory business 

Sourcing demand
• BS – VI norms and scrappage policy 

will induce higher UC demand

• State level regulations to shape the 
UC market; dealership licenses 
likely to be governed by states

Regulations

• New mode of UC buying: NCD and UCD 
trade – ins  

• end–to–end online C2C to emerge as new 
channels

Selling channels

Sources: NADA, Praxis analysis

Customer behavior trends led by lower ownership cycles and greater convenience
would drive UC tech penetration
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Growth in core

• Scale-up of NCD 
trade in business 
(wholesale/retail)

• Digitally enabled 
retail + wholesale

• Premium branded 
inventory business

• Micromarket growth 
(online+offline)

• D2D auctions

• VAS penetration 
(warranty, guarantee, 
service packages, 
subscription package, 
insurance, resale etc.)

• International 
expansion

• Sourcing expansion

Growth in non-core

• Subscription/new 
financing formats

• Finance business 
scale up through 
own NBFC

• Spares and service 

• B2B lines of 
business 
(leasing/corporate 
benefits)

• Offline stores and 
parks

• “Invest ahead” 
(UCD trade ins, 
park-n-sell, digital 
C2C etc.)

• Retail play for 
OEMs

Operations and 
economics

• Improvement of 
transaction margin 

• Refurbishment 
process and 
economics 
improvement

• Improvement of 
QM and audit 
process

• UE improvement 
(online + offline 
journeys)

• TAT reduction (call 
to transaction)

• Field force 
productivity

• Supplier SOPs and 
rate cards

Customer acquisition 
& experience

• Traffic conversion 
improvement

• NPS improvement 
(customers, sellers, 
dealers)

• CAC reduction

• Competition 
understanding and 
rejector research

Product and Tech

• Immersive 
experience on 
listings

• Digitally enabled 
end to end retail 
+ wholesale

Sources: Praxis analysis

What UC tech players need to do to invest and build capabilities
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We are the leaders in the Technology and Internet spectrum in India
and have worked on 200+ projects
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Total 200+ engagements 

Growth and scale-up strategies 

Go-to-Market strategy

Offering design & validations

Operational excellence strategies 

NPS and customer experience
improvement 

Strategy and transformation

Brand and marketing

Investment advisory

Unit economics improvement

International strategy
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Verticals

10+10+ 20+ 5+ 15+ 20+ 20+ 10+ 10+ 15+ 5+ 20+ 10+ 5+ 5+

Capabilities



Organization productivity

• International 
Strategy

• Category Strategy

• Go-To-Market 
Strategy

• Organization 
Strategy 

• Target Acquisition 
and inorganic 
growth

• Pricing strategy

• Diversification 
strategy 

• New Market entry

• Micro-market 
evaluation & market 
share improvement

• Adjacencies and new 
business opportunities

• Offering design and 
validation

• Conversion 
improvement

• Retail/institutional & 
KAM

• Org role span design

• Customized L&D programs development

• Time motion and productivity improvement

• Employee NPS & people value creation

• Attrition Defence 

• KPI Cascade & Performance management

• Revenue expansion via 
improvement in 
metrics

• Unit Economics 
Improvement

• Operational and 
Process Excellence

• Ground/other 
operations design & 
pilot

• Playbook creation 
(supply/demand/ 
categories/internal 
ops/ expansion)

• Cost reduction / GM 
improvement

• Customer loyalty and 
NPS improvement

• Customer experience

• Retention 
management and 
churn reduction

• Supplier experience 
and SOPs

• Demand generation

• Segmentation, 
journeys, experience, 
& personas

• Hunting & farming

• Commercial Due 
Diligence

• Target Scan

• Exit Thesis 
Development 

• Post Deal Value 
Creation/100 Day Plan

• M&A 

• Change 
Management

• Metric 
Movement

• Agile workforce 
enablement

• Post-Merger 
Integration

• Program 
Management 
Office

• Outcome based 
payout 
enablement

• New channels & sources identification

• Lead qualification, pitching, conversion

• Brand Perception Analysis and Diagnostics

Brand and marketing 

What we do for technology firms
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Enablement and
implementation 

Strategy and
transformation 

Customer loyalty and
experience 

Investment 
advisoryGrowth and scale-up Cost and performance

excellence 



How

Brand & 
Marketing
Perception analysis and 
diagnostics, New channels 
& sources identi�cation

Investment 
Advisory
Commercial due 
diligence, Target scan, 
Post-deal value creation

Customer & Loyalty 
Experience 
NPS improvement, 
Customer experience, 
Retention management

Organization 
Productivity 
Organization role 
span design, KPI 
cascading

Strategy & 
Transformation 
Growth strategy, 
Go-to-Market strategy, 
International strategy

Growth & Scale up 
New market entry, 
Micro-market 
assessment, O�ering 
design and validation

Cost & Performance 
Excellence  
Operational and Process 
excellence, Unit 
economics improvement

we help 
our clients

How
Enablement & 
Implementation 
MVP/Pilot 
Implementation, New 
business incubation

Ishan Mahabal
Manager
Technology & Internet

Madhur Singhal
Managing Partner 
& CEO

Suman Jagdev
Partner
Automotive, Industrials

Aryaman Tandon
Managing Partner &
Co-Founder  

Kaushal Patel
Manager
Technology & Internet, Automotive

Mohit Mittal
Partner
Technology & Internet

We understand the autotech and automotive sector landscape; we bring
the extensive network of our leadership team to the table



Connect with us
We will be happy to share perspectives

Build together. Win together.
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The team at

Business Data Technology

appreciates your time and support

#BuildTogetherWinTogether


